Our signature
minimalist design,
now in a doubleglazed system.

OVERVIEW

Simple.
Sophisticated.
Meticulously crafted, Duo by ALUR combines refined features
with enhanced sound attenuation performance, providing the
privacy your space requires and the distinction you deserve.
Built on the proven and highly awarded ALUR single-glazed
system, every aspect of Duo encapsulates the Golden Ratio,
creating an experience that is equal parts impactful and harmonious.

PERFORMANCE

Form and
function—
perfected.
After speaking with building and business owners, designers,
architects and contractors alike, we’ve responded with a product
designed—and tested—for your exact needs. While other glass-wall
manufacturers provide STC ratings of the glass only, ALUR goes
further. Additional testing is performed in the field, on the entire
system, providing the most precise measure of the performance
you can expect. Please contact your local ALUR representative for
more information on ALUR STC and NIC ratings.

AWARDED

Golden.
Inspired by the Golden Ratio, Duo by ALUR has already proven
to be the best in class as the winner of a NeoCon Gold Award for
the Best Movable Wall System.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Luxurious
details.
Available in clear anodized aluminum and black, white and bronze
PVDF resin frame finishes with matching hardware options, Duo
is designed for optimum aesthetics and performance. Duo’s slim
profile framing creates a modern, lighter scale look. Recessed
channels give the appearance of glass floating in space. Optional
concealed closer for swing doors and a soft braking mechanism for
sliding doors provide enhanced luxury and function. And nowhere
else will you find a double-glazed system with a double-glazed,
pocket-style sliding door.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

The finer points.
Elegant door hardware perfectly complements the system design with
ADA-compliant, locking and non-locking options. Integrated metal L and T
connectors define room boundaries, and protect and conceal glass edges.
Ultra High Bond (UHB) glazing tape unites each pane, creating a structure
that is as seamless and acoustically sound as possible.

THE GOLDEN RATIO
a

Timeless
and true.
Present in matters ranging from music and the stock market
to DNA and the solar system, the Golden Ratio is a timeless
proportion known for creating a sense of balance and equilibrium.
Visual splendor aside, the application of this mathematical principle
has produced architectural icons equally as impressive in their
grandeur as in their longevity. Works include the Pyramids of Giza,
Notre-Dame Cathedral and the Parthenon.

Harmony in design.
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Two quantities are in the Golden Ratio if their ratio is the same
as the ratio of their sum to the larger of the two quantities.
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